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ABSTRACT

independent form the type of annotated resources. Actually, the tagging activity history can be represented as a
3-uniform hypergraph where all hyperedges involve three
nodes of different types: a user, a resource and a tag. Graphbased tag recommendation approaches include node ranking
approaches [5, 6], graph-search based approaches [3], linkprediction approaches [9] and graph-clustering approaches
[8]. While graph-based approaches yield interesting results,
they often suffer from high execution times due to the largescale of handled graphs. In this work, we propose a graphcoarsening based approach that can overcome this drawback.
The proposed approach is decomposed into two steps: an offline step where the folksonomy hypergraph is abstracted by
applying a topological clustering approach to the three sets
of nodes: users, resources and tags, and an online step during which recommended tags are computed. Upon receiving
a query composed of a target user and resource we apply
a basic graph-based tag recommendation approach to the
abstract graph in order to compute a set of recommended
abstract tags. These will be used to construct a new reduced
graph, called the contextual graph by unfolding the abstract
subgraph composed of the set of recommended abstract tags
and nodes representing the cluster of users (resp. resources)
to which the target user (resp. resource) belongs to. Again
the same basic graph-based tag recommendation approach
is applied to this new reduced graph in order to compute the
final set of tags to recommend. Thus the approach consists
in replacing the execution of a standard graph-based tag
recommendation approach on a large-scale graph by two executions of the same approach on two reduced graphs. This
is expected to drastically reduce the online recommendation
computation time. The quality of computed recommendations is also expected to be enhanced since the contextual
graph is focused on the query (target user and resource)
avoiding taking into account query-irrelevant data. In next
section, we give more details about the central step of graph
coarsening. First evaluations of the proposed approach are
reported and discussed in section 3.

In this paper we propose a new graph-based tag recommendation approach. The approach is structured into an offline
step and an online one. Offline, the hypergraph depicting
the history of tags assignment by users to resources is abstracted. On online, for a given target user and a resource,
we first compute the set of recommended abstract tags (i.e
tag clusters) applying a basic graph-based approach to the
abstract graph. A new reduced graph is computed by unfolding the abstract subgraph composed of the set of recommended abstract tags and nodes representing the cluster of
users (resp. resources) to which the target user (resp. resource) belongs to. Again the same basic graph-based tag
recommendation approach is applied to this new reduced
graph in order to compute the final set of tags to recommend. Experiments on real dataset show the effectiveness
of the proposed approach.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Social tagging systems, or folksonomies, are popular Web
2.0 tools that allow people to share and organize large sets of
resources such as bookmarks, documents, photos, etc. Tag
recommendation is a core service in such systems. The goal
is to compute the most adequate tag set that a user can
apply to annotate a given resource. This helps in controlling the tag vocabulary set, enhancing hence its usefulness
for resource access and searching while keeping the annotation process user-centred. This problem has attracted much
of interests in the last few years with a variety of different approaches being proposed [5, 8, 9]. Graph-based approaches constitute a major trend in this area. These are
attractive approaches since they relay only on mining the
induced graph structure of the tagging history making them

2.

GRAPH-COARSENING APPROACH

In order to compute the abstract hypergraph (offline step)
we first project the raw hypergraph on each of the three sets:
users, tags and resources. The raw hypergraph is approximated by a tripartite graph connecting users, resources and
tags. This tripartite graph is first decomposed into three bipartite graphs: Users-Tags, Users-Resources and Resourcestags. Then each of these bipartite graphs is further projected
on each of its components. By the end we get three multiplex
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networks defined on the three sets: users, tags and resources.
Recall that a multiplex network is a multi-layer network defined over the same set of nodes but each layer contains a
different set of edges. We apply a community detection algorithm to each multiplex in order to compute clusters of users,
resources and tags. Different approaches for community detection in multiplex networks can be applied[4], including a)
Layer aggregation (denoted LA) approaches where we first
combine all layers and then apply community detection algorithm to the resulting unipartite network, b) Ensemble
clustering (denoted EC) approaches where we apply a community detection algorithm to each layer then we combine
the obtained clusterings, and c) Multi-layer approaches that
consist in adapting existing algorithms to the multi-layer nature of multiplex networks [4, 7]. The abstract hypergraph is
then constructed by replacing each community of each type
by a single abstract node.

3.

Table 1: Global execution time for all testing queries
Approach Execution Time (second)
Folkrank
1115
MuxLicod
93
GenLouvain
348
EC(Licod)
154
EC(Louvain)
152
LA(Licod)
850
LA(Louvain)
690

improved results than raw FolkRank but at much less execution cost. This is a promising result that needs to be
confirmed on other datasets and for other basic approaches
other than FolkRank. The approach can also be used as a
framework for benchamarking and comparing different multiplex community detection algorithms.

EXPERIMENTS

5.

We have applied the proposed approach to a real dataset
extracted from the Bibsonomy folksonomy taken from HetRec 2011 [2]. We experimented the approach using FolkRank
as a base-line graph-based tag recommender [5]. Two community detection algorithms are selected, the well known
Louvain approach [1] and a seed-centric approach developed
in our team, the Licod algorithm [10]. Both algorithms
are used in combination with layer aggregation and ensemble clustering and in their respective generalized versions
to multi-layer networks : GenLouvain[7] and MuxLicod [4].
Another two parameters of the approach are the number of
abstract tags to recommend and the number of final tags to
recommend. We evaluate the results in terms of both precision and execution time. We have varied the number of
abstract tags (denoted kclutser ) (resp. tags (denoted ktag ))
to recommend from 1 to 4 (most of resources in the dataset
have up to 4 tags). Figure 1 shows the obtained results for
ktag = 3. The proposed approach yields better results than
raw FolkRank with different graph-coarsening approaches
but the improvement in terms of precision is rather limited.
However, obtained execution times show clearly the advantage of the approach (see table 1), where the execution time
drops from 1115 s. to 93 s. when using the Muxlicod algorithm. These executions times are computed for the set of
510 queries composing the test set.

Figure 1: Results in terms of precision for ktag = 3

4.
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CONCLUSION

A graph-coarsening based approach for tag recommendation computation is proposed. The approach yields slightly
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